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1 Three Priority Areas of Action

1.1 Gender Mainstreaming

Why are housing estate laundry poles invariably difficult for women to use?

Why is it there always a long queue in women’s toilets?

Why are average salaries for women still lower than those for men in Hong

Kong?

For people’s behaviour to change, their thinking has to change first.

For social policies to change, policy-makers’ thinking has to change first.

From Minority to Mainstream

“Gender Mainstreaming” is a helpful concept that refers to incorporating women’s

needs and perspectives in policy making in Government and other sectors. It is

the elevation of the gender’s point of view to the mainstream through its adoption

by society and government.

The Women’s Commission recognises women and men have different life

experiences, roles, responsibilities and needs as a result of genetic and cultural

factors, and that the concerns and needs of both women and men should be

considered more systematically when making policies, legislation and programmes,

ie gender mainstreaming. The ultimate aim of gender mainstreaming is to promote

equality in the utilisation of social resources and opportunities through social policy.

Gender mainstreaming can thus assist government officials when considering

important social indicators reflecting different socio-economic conditions of women

and men, such as available jobs, earnings, labour force participation rate, among

others. It means policy-makers are able to design and adjust policies to achieve

targets more effectively and can implement new initiatives with greater efficiency.

ACCORD

As we listen to each

other

And share our dreams

As we build bridges

To overcome

ignorance and

apathy

We move towards

harmony and

accord
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In the past three years, the Commission has underlined the importance of gender

mainstreaming to the Administration and mapped out a comprehensive strategy

for introducing it in different policy areas on an incremental basis.

As the Commission attaches great value to partnerships with non-governmental

organisations (NGOs) and academia, consultation sessions were held with

government officials, NGOs and academics in December 2001 and February 2002

to collect suggestions regarding the gender mainstreaming strategy and ways to

strengthen their role in gender mainstreaming.

We are pleased to report that our proposed strategy was endorsed by the highest

levels of the Administration in June 2002. Progress made in gender mainstreaming

initiatives is outlined below:

Gender Mainstreaming Checklist

By referring to the experience of a number of overseas countries and the views of

women’s groups, the Commission has developed an analytical tool in the form of a

“Gender Mainstreaming Checklist” to help government officials bring gender

perspectives into mainstream policy-making.

The Checklist provides a set of “yes” or “no” questions to assist officers in

conducting the exercise and evaluating the gender impact of public policy,

programmes and legislation. There are questions with descriptive elaboration on

gender data, consultation with women and women’s specific needs. Advice and

assistance is provided if gender impact has not been considered or assessed in

any area. A set of guidance notes also helps familiarise officers with the concepts

of gender mainstreaming.

 To assess the effectiveness of the Checklist as a tool for incorporating gender

perspectives in policy-making, the Commission conducted a pilot test (completed

in March 2002) in five policy areas:

• Health Care Reform

• Family Education Programme

• Enhanced Home and Community Care Services for the Elderly

• Secondary School Places Allocation System

• District Council Review
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All the participating bureaux and departments reported that the Checklist had been

useful in raising sensitivity in relation to gender issues in their respective areas

and in helping them realise the importance of taking gender perspectives into

account. Based on feedback from pilot-test participants, as well as other parties,

we finalised the Checklist and guidance notes in May 2003.

The Checklist has since been used in the following selected policy areas:

• Home Affairs Bureau: review on the role and functions of public sector advisory

and statutory bodies as well as women’s participation in these bodies

• Information Technology Services Department: information technology

education and training for the community

• Architectural Services Department: design of facilities in public buildings

Gender-Sensitive Building Designs

The following illustrates the need for public policy to take a gender-sensitive

viewpoint and how the quality of life for women is thus improved. Members of the

Commission met with Buildings Department and Architectural Services Department

in March and April 2003 to express concern that the design of public buildings and

facilities are not sensitive to the different needs of the two genders and have

caused inconvenience to women. The provision of female toilets in public and private

buildings was inadequate (because of the different gender usage pattern) and the

design and fixtures in these facilities were sometimes not woman-friendly. Other

concerns included the inadequate provision of créches, baby-care and children’s

facilities, family changing rooms and women-friendly fittings (such as hangers and

table tops for handbags) in public places, car park security and reflective and/or

difficult-to-clean flooring materials.

Members discussed with the Administration the importance and benefits of

incorporating gender considerations in building design through the collection of

sex-disaggregated data and use of the Gender Mainstreaming Checklist. In light of

this, the Government is considering the issue further, with a view to how best its

internal guidelines can be revised to incorporate appropriate gender considerations.
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Gender Focal Point Network

Most government bureaux and departments (over 60) have designated senior

officers to act as Gender Focal Points and liaise with the Commission. These people

will in due course assist in raising awareness and understanding of gender-related

issues and promote gender mainstreaming initiatives in their respective areas. The

Commission will work collaboratively with the Gender Focal Point network in taking

forward gender mainstreaming initiatives.

Gender-Sensitivity Training for Civil Servants

On the advice of the Commission, gender-sensitivity training programmes were

organised for civil servants to enhance understanding and awareness of gender-

related issues and women’s concerns, improve skills in gender analysis and the

collection of sex-disaggregated data, and facilitate the application of gender

mainstreaming in their work. In collaboration with local tertiary institutions, an

introductory seminar and a series of tailor-made, gender-related training workshops

and materials were prepared to suit the operational needs of specific grades and

departments. Lectures, group discussions, sharing with NGOs, exercises, reading

materials and references were included.

Over 600 civil servants of different grades have now participated in the programme.

Details are set out below:

Date Gender-sensitivity Training Programmes

February 2001 Introductory Seminar on Women and Gender Issues with some
110 civil servants from various government departments and
bureaux attending

September 2001 Two training workshops for more than 70 Social Welfare
Department staff
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December 2001 Train ing workshops for  15 newly promoted Pol ice
Superintendents as part of the Police Force’s Senior Command
Course and for more than 25 Administrative Officers as part of
their induction training

January 2002 Re-run of training workshop for 30 Social Welfare Department
staff

February 2002 Re-run of training workshops for more than 30 Social Welfare
Department staff and 15 Chief Inspectors; training workshop
for 25 Station Sergeants and Police Inspectors

April 2002 Training workshop for more than 45 professional staff of the
then Education Department

June 2002 Re-run of tra ining workshops for around 10 Pol ice
Superintendents, as part of the Police Senior Command Course,
and 55 staff of the Social Welfare Department and NGOs

July 2002 Training workshop for some 30 newly recruited Administrative
Officers

November 2002 Re-run of training workshop for more than 20 Police Inspectors
and Sergeants

December 2002 Re-run of training workshop for nearly 30 Police Inspectors and
Sergeants

January 2003 Re-run of training workshop for some 25 newly recruited
Administrative Officers

July 2003 Re-run of training workshops for 80 social workers and social
security officers of the Social Welfare Department and NGOs

Participants generally found the training workshops useful, the content interesting

and relevant to their work, and the level of the course reasonable. Women’s groups

were invited to share their experiences with participants at some workshops. Some

participants indicated an interest to pursue more advanced programmes to deepen

their knowledge of gender issues.

Research and Survey on Women and Gender Mainstreaming

Desktop research has been carried out on gender mainstreaming efforts by the

United Kingdom, United States, New Zealand and Australia and we conducted a

survey on the “Extent and Level of Positions taken up by Women in the Private and

Non-governmental Sectors in Hong Kong” in 2002.

See also, “Survey and Research” in “Women’s Commission at Work” and “Survey and Research

Findings” in “Annex”.
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Way Ahead

We are pleased to report that 13 bureaux and departments have identified a total

of 20 programme areas where the Gender Mainstreaming Checklist could be

adopted in the next two or three years. The Commission will work with these

sections to do so. Plans are in hand to introduce the analytical tool in more policy

areas on an incremental basis.

The Commission will conduct further evaluations and exchanges of ideas with

various sectors on gender mainstreaming and the Checklist in the medium and

long term, including meetings with NGOs and bureaux and departments adopting

the Checklist. The guidance notes will also be updated from time to time to take

the latest developments into account.

Public Support

The Commission realises that public education can enhance support for gender

mainstreaming initiatives, which in turn serves as a driving force. As it is the long-

term objective of the Commission that gender mainstreaming be adopted by the

whole community, including NGOs and the private sector, opportunities to introduce

the analytical tool to the private sector are being explored and strategic partners

identified to work with us in this respect.

Overseas Experience

The Commission will look at overseas practices and consider how best to evaluate

the gender mainstreaming initiatives implemented so far. We will also provide the

necessary training and support for Gender Focal Points to function effectively in

their bureaux and departments.

Reinforced Training

Training will continue to be provided for civil servants, with a view to enhancing

understanding and sensitivity towards gender-related issues. We are pleased to

report that some 30 bureaux or departments have expressed interest in taking up

such training. New, tailor-made workshops are being planned for departments that

work closely with the community, such as Information Services Department, Leisure

and Cultural Services Department and Home Affairs Department. We shall work

collaboratively with Civil Service Bureau and local tertiary intuitions in this regard.

CONVERGENCE

Taking initial steps

The road ahead

looms clear and

bright

There will come a day

When the fruits of

endeavour

See the many

streams converge

in a river
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1.2 Empowerment of Women

As a woman today, we can realise our potential and take hold of the direction

of our lives.

As a member of society, shouldn’t we also have concern for our community

and participate in the decisions it makes?

Women have long taken a back-seat in government consultation and decision-

making and the ratio of women involved in this process is low.

Is this due to society’s lack of recognition for women’s abilities or insufficient

channels allowing women to realise their potential?

Empowerment of  Women – How to Bring it About

The Commission believes Hong Kong women should be able to make informed

decisions, to develop and realise their potential and meet future challenges.

Empowerment of women is therefore one of the Commission’s priority areas of

action. Through empowerment, we believe women will be better equipped to face

life’s challenges and become agents of change.

Individual Level: Independence, Striving, Self-Realisation

The Commission seeks at the individual level to increase Hong Kong women’s

self-reliance and inner strengths, and to utilise the power of good sense.

Empowerment includes economic well-being, education, safety at home and in

the public, health, and involvement in decision-making. It entails capacity building

for women in the following areas:

• skills, such as education and training

• health and safety, including physical and mental health and safety

• personal/psychological and social/interpersonal aspects, such as leadership,

networking, self-confidence, positive mindset and attitude

Collective Level – Dismantling Obstacles, Creating Enabling Conditions

The Commission works at the collective level to create an enabling environment

that facilitates women’s advancement and eliminates barriers to participation in

the community in order to realise women’s full potential. It comprises:

PARTICIPATION

Opportunities are

windows of life

Through which we

soar to reach new

heights
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• public education, such as the elimination of stereotyping

• gender-sensitive policies, programmes and legislation

• support services for women, for example, a women’s services directory

• an environment that facilitates women’s social, economic and political

participation, such as participation in decision-making and co-operatives and

mutual help services

Enhancing Participation in Decision-Making

Government advisory and statutory bodies (ASBs) present recommendations to

the Government on many areas and make decisions on other areas that directly

influence the daily lives of Hong Kong citizens.

The Commission recognises the need for and potential of women to participate

more fully in decision-making processes and we are aware of the concerns about

the relatively low level of women’s participation in ASBs. We have had a number of

discussions with Home Affairs Bureau and District Offices to explore measures to

enhance women’s participation in ASBs both territory-wide and at district levels.

The Commission made a number of recommendations to the Government,

including:

• taking gender ratio into account when making appointments to ASBs

• adopting a more proactive approach to reach out, identify and cultivate female

candidates who are able and willing to contribute to the work of ASBs

• setting a working target for women’s participation in ASBs

Efforts were also made to encourage women to indicate interest in the work of

ASBs by submitting their curriculum vitae to Home Affairs Bureau for inclusion in

the Central Personality Index, the database from which candidates for appointment

are often drawn.

We are glad to report that our suggestions met with a positive response and the

Government has since agreed to take gender composition into account when

making appointments to ASBs. Efforts are being made to enhance women’s

participation in these bodies and a working target of at least 25% women for each

ASB has been introduced. The Commission will continue to work with the

Government, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and women from all sectors

to raise the level of women’s participation in social decision-making structures.
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Community Investment and Inclusion Fund

In his 2001 Policy Address, the Chief Executive announced the intention to establish

a Community Investment and Inclusion Fund to support the collaborative efforts of

community organisations and the private sector, to encourage mutual concern

and aid, promote community participation at the local level, and support cross-

sector programmes to develop social capital. The Commission found these

objectives to be in line with its idea of promoting self-reliance and mutual help

among women in Hong Kong. We therefore supported establishment of the Fund

and organised a consultation session with local women’s groups and service

agencies in October 2001 to gauge their views.

Representatives from 55 women’s group and service agencies attended the

meeting. Participants generally welcomed the introduction of the Fund and felt it

could enable women to participate locally through initiating worthwhile community

projects. In the first two rounds of funding, five projects initiated by women’s groups

or services agencies, with a focus on women, received resources.

Promoting New Service Models

To better meet the needs and concerns of women in Hong Kong, the Commission

decided to play a catalytic role in promoting the development of new service models

and encouraging initiatives to achieve independence and boost mutual help. We

explored new ideas and worked with NGOs and governmental departments in

pilot projects, including:

• Mutual aid for self-help, enhancing self-development — setting up of

mutual help childcare centres based on membership model: in addition to

acting as a support, the Commission believes that women participating in such

services gain a sense of achievement and satisfaction, a process of self-

development which can bring intrinsic change. To promote the idea of mutual

help, Social Welfare Department and several NGOs started mutual help childcare

centres in four districts on Hong Kong Island and in the New Territories using

the membership model on a pilot basis, as proposed by the Commission. The

Commission met representatives of these childcare centres to exchange views

on the process;
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• Enhancing health consciousness, caring for self and family — setting up

community-based healthcare centres: Tung Wah Group of Hospitals accepted

the Commission’s idea of community health centres and is setting up a centre

in Wanchai. The Centre will provide integrated health services and health

counselling or advice on preventive medical care. A steering committee, including

a representative from the Commission, has been established to oversee the

project; and

• Education begins at home — parenting education: we are aware that many

local women’s groups and service agencies are interested in parenting education.

Noting the Government’s attempt to promote multifaceted parenting education

initiatives, the Commission jointly organised a briefing session with the then

Education Department on parenting education for interested women’s groups

and service agencies in November 2002. Service agencies that had organised

related programmes were invited to share their experiences. Over 50 people

attended the briefing session. Participating organisations were encouraged to

make use of their established networks to convey positive parenting education

messages to families. A women’s group is now promoting parenting education

through local networking with government aid and resources.

The Commission is looking into other ways to enhance women’s employment

opportunities, for example, the setting up of co-operatives. We have discussed

with Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department the possibility of

introducing the co-operative model and shall explore further with local women’s

groups how best to take this forward.

Promoting Good Practices on Empowerment

Snapshots of Good Practices on Empowerment of Women:

• The Education Institute for Senior Citizens, HK YWCA –

provides study opportunities for women senior citizens who missed out

on education, enabling them to broaden their horizons after retirement.

• Childminder Development Programme, Yan Oi Tong Community Centre –

assists grassroots women, who are interested in becoming professional

childminders, in developing the childminding business so that they might

work with dignity and for reasonable economic return.
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To stimulate the development and adaptation of innovative and positive initiatives

for women’s advancement, the Commission sought examples of good

empowerment programmes from government departments, NGOs, women service

agencies and community groups. Response to this exercise in 2002 was

enthusiastic with close to 100 submissions from different organisations and sectors.

An independent selection panel selected a total of 33 good practices for inclusion

in the Good Practices on Empowerment of Women booklet, published in March

2003.

Sharing Experience of Empowerment

Snapshots of Good Practices on Empowerment of Women:

• Social Adjustment and Support Group for South Asian Ethnic Women,

Yau Tsim and Mongkok Family Support and Resource Centre, Social Welfare

Department –

helps women from South Asia overcome obstacles, adapt to Hong Kong

life and improve communication with local people.

• Women’s Hotline, Lai Kok Centre, Hong Kong Federation of Women’s

Centres –

has trained over 400 volunteer peer telephone counsellors to help callers

in the past 20 years. A number of women who received help contribute

their services to assist other women in similar circumstances.

With a view to encouraging and promoting good empowerment practices across

all sectors of the community, in June 2003 the Commission organised a forum at

which organisations whose practices appeared in the empowerment booklet,

together with beneficiaries, shared their experiences and practices. Areas included

education and training, economic well-being, self-help and mutual help, social

participation and decision-making, safety at home and in the public, and health.
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Practices ranged from literacy building to information technology, problem-solving

skills to basic information on gynaecology, home care to legal rights, marketing to

telephone counselling skills. Around 200 people from NGOs, service agencies,

community groups and government departments attended the forum, finding it a

useful occasion for experience sharing.

Snapshots of Good Practices on Empowerment of Women:

• Female Councillor Programme, Harmony House Hong Kong –

helps abused women change from passive recipients into active volunteer

ambassadors to other abused women, by enhancing skills and confidence

in dealing with family violence.

• Peer Education Programme for Sex Workers, Action For Reach Out –

the first local health education programme targeted at women sex workers

and using a peer approach to strengthen knowledge and awareness of

AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases.

Development of a Capacity Building Framework

A Capacity Building Framework was developed to assist women from different

sectors acquire skills and gain recognition for the courses they take. As many

existing education and training programmes are mainly vocational, the Commission

initiated the Capacity Building Mileage Programme to promote positive life skills

and continuous learning for women.

See, also “Capacity Building Mileage Programme” in “Women’s Commission at Work”.

Way Forward

The Commission aims to enable women to participate more fully in all aspects of

community life. We will continue to appeal to women to come forward to serve on

ASBs. We will encourage organisations to provide relevant capacity building

programmes for women and invite employers to encourage and facilitate their

employees to serve in ASBs . The Commission will work vigorously with the

Administration on measures to enhance women’s participation in ASBs, and to

monitor the gender composition on these bodies.

GROWTH

Leave behind worries

and tears

To search for the new

way

Let us find strength

together

As we shape our own

destiny one day
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We shall continue to review women-related services and issues and make

suggestions on improvements, where appropriate, to ensure suitability, adequacy

and quality. We shall also promote and publicise innovative models and good

practices that can empower women.

1.3 Public Education

If the day should dawn when...

A children’s story tells of a woman doctor assisted by a male nurse...

Packaging for toy cookery sets features girls and boys and that for toy cars

shows boys and girls...

Gender stereotypes and prejudices are still prevalent in Hong Kong despite

legislation to protect women’s rights and promote gender equality over the years.

Efforts by the Government and the Commission to promote gender mainstreaming

and empower women will not be effective unless commonly held misconceptions

on roles, values, images and abilities of the two sexes are addressed.

To change these deeply-entrenched misconceptions, public education and publicity

programmes were launched to promote gender sensitivity within the community,

reduce stereotyping and raise general awareness of women-related issues. In

addition, a major conference, “Women for a Better Tomorrow” was organised in

May 2002 to stimulate public discussion on gender-related issues.

See also, “Women’s Commission Conference” in “Women’s Commission at Work” and “Annex”.

Public Education and Publicity Campaign

The first large-scale programme got underway with a Public Education Launching

Ceremony-cum-Reception to Celebrate International Women’s Day at Hong Kong

Central Library on 8 March 2002. Major activities of the campaign included:

(i.) announcements of Public Interest on television, radio and

buses:

• the first series, “Towards due recognition of women”, launched in March

2002. This appealed for greater awareness of women’s contributions

and paid tribute to their remarkable efforts and achievements.

BREAKING AWAY

To think and reflect so

prejudices might go

To open dialogue so

misunderstandings

might end

Dismantling internal

barriers to live

Freely and at ease
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• a second series, emphasising the importance of capacity building, began

in March 2003 based around the theme “Women, the gravity that gathers

strength”.

(ii.) essay competition to create public interest in “capacity

building”:

“Grandma is no longer young and has more time to herself now. Yet she

is busier than ever, having taken up computer, English and yoga courses

and also doing voluntary work. She often says to me: ‘I did not have the

opportunity before. Now I want to learn, and contribute more to society.’”

YUK Wing-ki “Two Unusual Women”

“The New Sky of Modern Women” Essay Competition

Champion, Upper Primary Group

the Commission jointly organised an essay competition, “The New Sky of

Modern Women”, with Ming Pao Newspapers Limited in December 2002

to generate discussion on the life and development of women’s potential.

Advertorials on empowered women were placed in the media to encourage

different sectors of the community to participate and the response was

good, with more than 1,800 entries received in the five categories - upper

primary, lower secondary, higher secondary, tertiary and open. Writers

focused on the experiences of women around them or their perception of a

woman’s world. Winners attended a prize presentation ceremony during

the International Women’s Day 2003 reception at Hong Kong Central Library

and their essays published in a book to share the new sky of modern women

with the community and further promote awareness of women’s inner

strengths and potential.
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(iii.) a 10-episode television drama series on “capacity

building” and “empowerment of women”:

“Women with Dreams” is a fresh, new social drama series. It looks

through the eyes of women today and, encourages them to be aware of

developments, to improve mind-set and skills, to meet challenges and

to help themselves and others.

the Commission together with Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) jointly

produced a 10-episode television drama series “Women with Dreams”. The

series featured 10 independent yet inter-related stories, portraying prejudices

and barriers encountered by women at home, school, in the workplace or in

the community. The series was shown on Tuesday evenings on TVB Jade

from December 2002 to February 2003. With the assistance of non-

governmental organisations, a telephone hotline was set up to respond to

enquiries after each episode. A DVD and VCD were also produced and

distributed among the community.

(iv.) a 13-episode radio programme on gender-related issues:

Anecdotes from “Women with Dreams” radio talk show –

• LEE Se-kei, Artist: “Don’t look down on yourself, love yourself more

and let other people love you more. Women have a lot of

undeveloped potential. We can live extraordinary lives in ordinary

circumstances.”

• Dr Simon CHAU, Head of  Translation Programme, Hong Kong Baptist

University: “Men and women shoulder the same family

responsibilities. They can both be the CEO of their homes, both find

joy in looking after family members and also make important

contributions to the social economy. Society needs to give her/him

more recognition.”

this radio talk-show, also called “Women with Dreams”, was another joint

project with RTHK. The 11/2-hour show was broadcast live on RTHK Radio 1

and Radio 5 on Thursday evenings from February to May 2003. Each episode

was in-charged by a member of the Commission and featured guests, street
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interviews and phone-ins. The show focused on different capacity building-

related issues each week including women’s health, economic well-being,

marriage, education and training, safety and violence, social participation

and decision-making, and images of women. Audience response was good

with topics regarded as interesting and thought-provoking. Guests came

from all walks of life. They included Mrs Rita FAN HSU Lai-tai (Legislative

Council President), Ms LEE Se-kei (artist), Ms LEE Wai-ling (writer), Ms LI

Fai (tai chi master), as well as marriage counsellors, academics, entrepreneurs

and community group volunteers.

(v.) annual celebration of International Women’s Day:

• in response to the Commission’s request, five mobile phone and paging

companies sent out the following message to subscribers on 8 March

2002: “It’s International Women’s Day today! Show your appreciation

for the ladies.” A media briefing was held on the day to present the

Commission’s work and announce the findings of a survey on the “Extent

of Satisfaction of Women in Hong Kong”. A supplement was also

published in five local newspapers.

(see also, “Survey and Research” and “Survey and Research Findings” in “Women’s

Commission at Work” and “Annex”).

• at the International Women’s Day reception in March 2003, prizes were

presented to winners of “The New Sky of Modern Women” Essay

Competition and the Commission’s revamped web site was launched.

To complement this, an advertisement appeared in the South China

Morning Post on 8 March 2003 to publicise capacity building. A

supplement on the work of the Commission, “The New Sky of Modern

Women” Essay Competition and “Women with Dreams” radio talk-show

was also published in four local newspapers.

(vi.) printing and distribution of posters:

these were placed on government poster sites including footbridges, public

housing estates and in Leisure and Cultural Services Department facilities.
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Media Liaison

Briefings and media gatherings were held regularly to keep the media informed

about the Commission’s work and the latest developments in women issues. Topics

discussed included gender mainstreaming, empowerment of women, public

education programmes, formation of co-operatives, quality parenting, participation

of women in government advisory and statutory bodies, training and re-training of

women, participation in volunteer work, and issues pertaining to domestic and

sexual violence.

Along with press conferences and press releases, the Commission also contributed

articles on its work to newspapers and clarified issues of concern to women.

Way Forward

Public education and publicity drives will continue in order to eliminate stereotyping

and prejudices, enhance gender sensitivity within the community, and increase

public awareness and understanding of gender-related issues.

A second television drama series related to “capacity building” and “empowerment

of women” has already been broadcast on TVB Jade on Saturday evenings from

January to March 2004 and the Commission will continue to explore different means

of collaboration in its publicity and public education initiatives and activities.

RENEWAL

Shedding the

shackles of history

A fresh mind

Sees new angles

And flies to higher

realms


